
STYLE GUIDE

  SPACING :
 Make sure you do not crowd the logo with too 
much text or place it to close to any form of text 
and/or ”Noise”.

FONTS :
There is a font suplied with the design, however it is 
not suited to type out anything other than headers 
or adresses and other small details. 
The font described is called Norse and is not suitable 
for writing longer documents, as it is horrible to read 
long texts with.  
 
The Font used in the brochure and other with  
other documents is called Calluna Sans  
(It is the one you are reading now). 

  This is not good, Es-
pecially if you write 
on top of the logo

This however is acceptable,
Make sure everything is aligned and 
there is enought negative space so 

everything can ”Breathe”

FONTS :
There is a font suplied with the 
design, however it is not suited 
to type out anything other 
than headers or adresses and 
other small details. 
The font described is called 

Norse an is not suitable for 
writing longer documents with, 
as it is horrible to read long 
texts with.

FONTS :
There is a font suplied 
with the design, however 
it is not suited to type out 
anything other than hea-
ders or adresses and other 
small details. 
The font described is 
called Norse an is not 
suitable for writing longer 
documents with, as it is 
horrible to read long texts 
with.

Logos :
There are two logo types in this kit, i call them Mo-
untain/wave and POMS Viking. The small one is the 
mountain/wave with the POMS letters written in 
runes. It is also the neck of the bigger POMS viking.

They both have their own uses.On large prints I.E 
Posters, textiles, signs etc the POMS viking is safet 
to use. 

On small print the smaller mountain/wave is used 
I.E in the corners on stationary for representation 
etc. 
 
Example : On a shirt design i would use the smaller 
mountain/wave on the front left chest, however on 
the back the POMS viking  will have space and look 
appropriate.


